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Introduction 
Since World War II plastics have come into their own as 
a new industrial and recreational craft material. At first not 
too much was done with this material in the industrial arts shops, 
but as time went on new methods and techniques were developed for 
fabricating plastics. 
The purpose of this paper is to help explain the various 
fabrication methods of industry and some of the newer method.a of 
fabrication in the school shop. The writer feels that this is by 
no means a complete inventory of all available fabrication methods, 
but merely a selection of the ones the writer feels are important. 
The writer feels that this paper will supply subject 
matter information, techniques, supply sources, audio visual aids, 
textbooks, and suggested projects that would. prove helpful to a 
teacher of a plastic course. 
(1) 
Types of Plastics 
There are two common types of plastics; thermosetting 
and thermoplastic. Thermosetting materials soften when first 
heated, but are hardened by further heating as a result of a 
chemical change, and cannot be remolded or reshaped. Thermoplastics 
soften when heated and remain soft until chilled. They do not 
undergo a chemical change during molding, and can be remolded and 
reshaped.. 
Phenol Formaldehyde 
Phenol Formal:iehyde is one of the best known thermo-
setting plastics. It is the result of combining two common 
antiseptics, phenol (carbolic acid) and formaldehyde. 1 The 
chemical reactions involved have occupied research workers for 
more than tNenty years and have been the subject for numerous 
patents. By varying the ratio of phenol to formaldehyde and by 
using different catalysts, resins of widely different properties 
may be secured. It is difficult to produce a light colored mold-
ing resin and for this reason phenolic moldings have been pre-
d.omi~antly black or brown but dark reds, greens, and blues are 
possible. Generally speaking, all phenolics are resistant to 
moisture, are unaffected by mild acids and alka.lis, by common 
volta.ges of electricity, and by heat up to 400 degrees Fahren-
heit. The phenolics are resistant to normal abrasion and h:Lndling 
and possess a lusterous surface finish. 
Some of the common trade names of the phenolics are: 
Bakelite, Marblette, Formica, Textolite, and Micarta.2 General 
1 Herbert R. Simonds, Iniustrial Plastics, P. 31. 
2 Ibid. , P. 34. 
(2) 
purpose phenolics are used for such items as umbrella handles, 
pipe stems, clock cases, fountain pens, electric insulators, 
phonograph records, automobile accessories, buttons, and novelties. 
Urea Formaldehyde 
Urea Form~ldehyde plastics, otherwise known as amino-
plasts or ureas, were developed in an attempt to secure lighter 
colors than were possible at the time with phenolics. The ureas 
are slightly more expensive tha.n the phenolics, but aside from 
that compare favorably in nearly all fields of application. In 
respect to bright colors and sparkling effects, they frequently 
show an advantage over the phenolics. The urea plastics are water 
clear and thus form an excellent medium for the lighter tints 
and shades. 
Urea Formaldehydes are made of urea (CON2 H4 ) and 
formaldehyde to form a alkaline intermediate product, known as 
dimethylolurea, and this product with further application of 
heat and loss of water changes into its final form and the raw 
material from which the molding powders are made. 3 The ureas 
can withstand temperatures up to 170 degrees Fahrenheit contin-
uously and up to 245 degrees Fahrenheit for short periods of time. 
The finish or polish of the ureas tend to improve with use 
rather than to become dull as many other plastics do. Some 
typical trade names for these molding powders are Beetle and 
Plaskon. General purpose ureas are used for bathroom fixtures, 
tableware, radio cabinets, instrument dials, lighting reflect-
ors, outlet blocks, and all types of packaging. 
3 Herbert R. Simonds, Industrial Plastics, P. 47. 
(3) 
~1Ielamine Resins 
The Melamine .resins are among the latest of the thermo-
setting resins and have not yet been used as extensively as the 
phenolics and the ureas. Melamine resins are pro'.iuced by treat-
ing calcium carbide (product of the electric furnace) with 
nitrogen, and then reacting with formaldehyde. 4 When yr_elamine 
resins are combined with various fillers, they produce many special 
qualities not found in the phenolics and the ureas. Asbestos 
filled melamine compounds have replaced other plastics in air-
craft ignition systems as it has been found that these parts have 
continued to give satisfactory performance at extremes of temper-
ature and humidity and that they are not damaged by the action of 
nitric acid which is formed in ignition parts at high altitudes. 
Some common trade names for melamine resins are Melmac, Uformite, 
and Melurac. Melamine resins are used for molded tableware, 
buttons, treatment of paper to increase its wet strength, and 
hot set vva terproof glues for plywood and laminated wood. 
~Tearly all the thermosetting plastics are molded and 
turned out as finished products. T'1 is plastic is not suitable 
for craft work because it c1nnot be reformed, Thermoplastics 
are better suited to cre..ft work as they can be formed with 
simple equipment and fabricated with simple hand tools. 
Cellulose Acetate ----- --
Cellulose Acetate is one of the better known thermo-
plastics. Cellulose acetate is prepared by the conversion of 
cellulose with glacial acetic acid, using acetic anhyride 
4 Herbert R. Simonds, Industrial Pla~~ic~, P. 63. 
to combine with the water formed and using sulphuric acid as 
a catalyst. 5 When properly aged the mixture has a thick syrupy 
consistancy. It is allowed to precipitate and the white flaky 
mass that results is used in combination with a plasticizer to 
produce the molding powder. Cellulose acetate plastics are soft, 
have a fairly high resistance to change due to age, possess easy 
welding properties, and have high strength and toughness. Some 
common trade names are Lumarith, Plastacele, and Tenite I. Some 
typical applications for the acetates are oil cups and gages, 
telephone mouthpieces and earpieces, pencils and fountain pens, 
electrical parts, and automatic telephone equipment. 
Acrylic Plastics 
Acrylic plastics are well known for their light 
transmission properties. Good grades of these plastics give a 
light transmission factor as high as 95~/o. 6 The acrylics are 
produced by the polymerization of the monomeric derivatives of 
acrylic and methacrylic acids. The acrylics outstanding properti.es 
are excellent light transmission, flexibility, high tensile strength, 
and adhesion. Some common trade names for acrylic plastics are 
Plexiglas, Lucite, and Crystalite. General purpose acrylic plastics 
are used for such items as safety glass (laminated glass), radio 
dials, aircraft canopies, windshields for boats and motorcycles, 
protective electrical conductor coverings, and jewelry. 
Vinyl Plastics 
Vinyl plastics are permanently thermoplastic but do not 
5 Raymond Cherry, General Plastics, P. 128. 
6 The Society of the Plastics Industry, Inc., SPI 
Handbook, P. 9. 
possess a true melting point since they merely soften when heated. 
The vinyl plastics are made from varying the percentages of the 
chlorides and acetates, "but the most successful combination is 
87~ vinyl chloride and 13% vinyl acetate. 117 The vinyl plastics 
have greater elasticity at low temperatures than the acetate 
plastics. They have exceptional qualities as an adhesive. In the 
clear state they become tacky at temperatures of 200 degrees 
Fahrenheit or over and in this condition adhere strongly to most 
surfaces. They are used for sealing glass bricks, milk containers, 
paper drinking cups, and "scotch" t3.pe. Solutions are also used 
cold for sealing leather and tamperproof bottles. 
Vinyl acetates have such common trade names as Gelva, 
Butva, and Alvar. General uses for the vinyl plastics are poker 
chips, elide rules, floor tile, dentures, starchless collars, 
upholstery material, food can linings, phonograph records, and 
box toes for shoes. 
Styrene Plastics 
Styrene plastics are one of the newer thermoplastics 
in use. Of all the plastics the manufactured styrene plastics 
have the lowest rate of water absorption. For certain electrical 
and radio uses the styrenes are equal to fused quartz, which 
they are supplanting rapidly. Styrenes are manufactured by 
starting with ethyl benzene as the raw material. Styrene is 
produced by two methods. One is by the dehydrogenation effected 
at high temperatures in the presence of catalysts. The second 
method is the liquid phase chlorinating the ethyl benzene and 
eliminating the hydrogen chloride. Then the monomer styrene 
7 Herbert R. Simonds, Industrial Plastics, P. 55. 
( 6 ),-
which is produced by these two method.a is transformed into the 
polymeric form by further heating. "The styrenes are notable 
for their low power factor and their resistance to water. 118 
Some common trade names for the styrenes are Styron, Bakelite 
Polystyrene, and Monsanto Styrene. Styrene plastics are used 
for jewelry, electrical and radio parts, cosmetic boxes, and 
optical goods. 
Nylon 
Nylon was introduced as a yarn and fiber some years 
ago. Nylon is a plastic with about as good prospects in the 
molding field as in textile applications. The material is light, 
has a high tensile strength, and takes colors readily. Nylon 
is manufactured through a series of complex chemical reactions, 
Phenol and ammonia, plus oxygen from the air, plus hydrogen 
from water, may be converted into two classes of compounds. 
These compounds are known as dibasic acids and diamines. A di-
basic acid and a diamine react to form a nylon salt. 9 This 
salt is melted and spun into yarn or ground into nylon casting 
powder. All nylon materials are known by the trade name of 
Nylon. Some uses for nylon are bearings, tubing, electrical 
insulation, coating for fabrics, tire cords, webbing, ropes, 
and parachutes. 
8 Herbert R. Simonds, Industrial Plastics, P. 52. 
9 Ibid. , P. 61. 
( 7 ) 
Fabrication Eet hods of In:iustry 
Fabrication means construction or forming of an article 
by the processes of Art and Labor. In the plastics industry there 
are many different methods used in the fabrication of plastic 
products. 
One of the most important fabrication methods is 
molding. There are eight basic methods of molding done in the 
United States at the present time. These methods are Compression 
molding, Cold molding, Injection molding, Transfer molding, Jet 
molding, Extrusion molding, Low Pressure molding, and Cast 
Resins molding. 
Compression Moldi!ill_ 
"Compression molding was established early in the 19th 
century when Thomas Hancock perfected a process for the molding 
of Rubber.« 10 When plastics were first being developed this was 
the principal process used in experimentation. 
Compress ion molding consists of forming an article to 
desired shape by application of pressure and heat to a molding 
compound in a mold and hardening under pressure in the mold 
before removing it. Compression molding uses a mold consisting 
of two or more parts, which when brought together enclose a 
cavity of the size and shape of the piece to be molded. The 
operation starts with the mold in the open position. Into the 
cavity of the female part of the mold is placed the measured 
quantity of the molding compound. Heat is applied to soften the 
plastic and the mold is forced shut by the application of press-
ure. The material is welded into a single mass and forced into 
10 Society of the Plastics Industry, SPI Handbook, 
P. 11. (,)) 
the shape of the mold by the male part of the mold. Then the piece 
is hardened while still under pressure in the mold. 
Both thermosetting and thermoplastic materials may be 
molded by the compression method. Most of the compression mold-
ing is done with thermosetting plastics. Thermoplastics are only 
molded by the compression method when the article is too large, 
in either weight or area, to be produced on available injection 
molding equipment. There are three types of molds used in com-
press ion molding. These are hand molds, semi-automatic molds, 
and fully automatic molds. 
Cold Molding 
Cold molded plastics were introduced into this country 
in 1908. "Cold molding describes a method rather than a type of 
plastics, and it must not be confused with current cold-setting 
resins and cements which have come into use recently for casting 
and laminating.nll Molding is done in conventional presses that 
have no provision for heating the molds. The compound is placed 
into the mold and pressure is applied. This pressure is applied 
just long enough to compress the compound into the desired shape. 
It is then removed from the mold and transferred to a baking oven. 
It remains in this oven until it becomes hard and infusible. 
Only the thermosetting plastics are molded by this 
process. There are two types of cold molding materi~ls used. 
These are called the refractory (inorganic) and the non-refractory 
(organic). The molds used in cold molding differ slightly from 
the compression molding type. The cold molding type molds are 
11 Society of the Plastics Industry, Inc., SP! 
Handbook, P. 16 
( 9) 
constructed so that the soft compressed plastic may be e-=_isily 
removed with a minimum of damage. The female section of the mold 
has a plunger which rai&es up and pushes the compressed piece out 
of the mold. The walls of the mold are also tapered slightly to 
facilitate removal. 
Injection Molding 
Injection molding can be traced back as far as 1872 
when John Wesley Hyatt invented the stuffing machine. The machines 
were used for making continuous rods, sheets, and tubes. By adapt-
ing some of the methods already being used in compression molding 
successful machine type injection presses were manufactured. In 
the last twenty years injection molding has come into its own 
due to the development of new molding equipment and molding powders. 
Inject ion moldj_ng takes advantage of the heat softening 
characteristics of the thermoplastic materials. No chemical change 
takes place when the material is heated or cooled, the change 
being entirely physical. 
"The granular molding material is loaded 
into a hopper, from which it is metered to a 
heating cylinder by a feeding device. The 
amount of material delivered to the cylinder 
is exactly the same as that required to fill 
the mold completely. The injection ram pushes 
this material into the heating cylinder, and 
in doing so pushes a like amount of heated 
material out the other end of the cylinder, 
through the nozzle, and sprue bushing, and 
into the cavities of the closed mold. The 
material is cooled to a rigid state in the 
mold. The molf2 is then opened and the pieces 
are ejected." · 
Injection molding takes advantage of the fact that if 
12 Society of the Plastics Industry, Inc., SPI 
Handbook, P. 24 
(10) 
the part is defective in any way it can be remolded and there is 
no wa.ste of material. The defective part is thrown back into the 
hopper where it is ground up and the material is used again. Inject-
ion molding is by far the fastest type of molding done at the 
present time. There is less labor used in this molding process 
than in some of the other types of molding that is done. Injection 
presses cost more initially and have a higher overhead to keep 
them at top operating efficiency. The greatest limitation in 
injection molding is the size of the article. To make a two-
ounce article a machine that weighs up to four tons is required. 
To make an article weighing a pound and a half, a ten ton machine 
is used. It can, therefore, be seen that this is not a process 
for small production, or for very large molded products. 
Transfer Molding 
Transfer molding was developed in 1926 by the Shaw 
Insulator Company to provide a method that could be used success-
fully in making molded parts having thin sections or fragile 
inserts. 
In the transfer molding process, the thermosetting 
material is compressed to the fluid stage in a cylinder which is 
a part of the mold. A small orifice leads from this cylinder to 
the mold cavity. When the press closes, it exerts a pressure on 
the compound which becomes fluid and is forced through the orifice 
into the mold cavity to form the part. When the proper density of 
compound is reached in the mold cavity section, no more can 
flow in. This pressure is maintained until the chemical reaction 
or cure has taken place. 
Glass and fine wires may be molded in parts using this 
(11) 
process. Very deep holea, and tiny holes which are impr~ctical 
in compression molding, are easily moldei by the transfer process. 
Transfer molding uses such materials as Phenol-formaldehyde and 
Melamine-formaldehyde powders. There is not a. great deal of 
difference between injection molding and transfer molding except 
for the fact that injection molding uses thermoplastic materials 
and transfer molding uses thermosetting materials. 
Transfer molding methods produce "greater strength, 
more uniform density, freedom from gas pockets, and extremely 
close tolerances in dimensions." 13 
Jet Moldi!!K 
Jet molding was developed in 1940 as a variation of 
injection molding. This was done to make the injection process 
applicable to thermosetting materials and natural rubber compounds. 
"In the jet process, the problem of preventing 
premature hardening of the thermosetting materials 
is solved by (1) lowering the temperature of the 
heating cylinder to a point where the molding 
material is made plastic without being polymerized 
appreciably; (2) using sufficient pressure on the 
injection plunger to force the viscous mass thru 
the nozzle orifice; (3) utilizing the heat of 
compression, as well as the frictional heat caused 
by the flow of material as it is forced thru the 
nozzle; and (4) applying additional heat to the 
plastic mass as it passes thru the nozzle.nl4 
The nozzle of the jet machine is very important and 
must be instantly heated and instantly cooled during each molding 
cycle. If the nozzle is allowed to retain its heat for too long 
a period the material becomes hardened and the operation of the 
machine halted. The jet molding method is quite rapid ranging 
----
13 J. H. DuBois, Pla!?_~J_q_~, P. 207 
14 Society of the Plastics Industry, Inc., S'PI 
(12) 
from thirty seconds to two mi:nut e:::> depending upon the material 
use1. The size of the molded articles are small usually ranging 
up to one pound in weight. 
Extrusion MoldiQ.g 
In the early 1900's, extruded rod and tube made from 
nitrocellulose materials were first introduced to the market. 
The extrusion molding process is a fairly simple process. It 
consists of forcing a soft or softened plastic material thru a 
die or orifice to produce a desired shape. The die orifices are 
usually heated and the size of the opening ranges from the exact 
size of the finished piece to fifty per cent oversize. This is 
done so further machining may be jone to secure more exact 
dimensions. Thermoplastics are used mostly in extrusion work 
especially in continuous extrusion molding. 
Low Pressure Moldi~ 
Low pressure molding techniques were developed during 
the late 1930's when the aircraft industries began making wing 
and fuselage str~ctures from wood veneers treated with phenolic 
resin. The methods used for low pressure molding are many and 
varied. Two of the most widely used methods are: Low vacuum 
pressure (less than 15 pounds per square inch) and compression 
methods using only enough pressure to hold the material in contact 
with the mold. Because of the low pressures involved wooden forms 
are most generally used. The articles may be quite large such as 
fiber glass boats and car bodies. However, production is slow 
because of the time required to handle and build up the resin 
treated layers. The accuracy of finished parts is not as good as 
it is with high-pressure moldings. Many materials are used in 
these low pressure molding methods including woven fabrics, wood 
(13) 
veneers, pt.3.per stocks, woven glass fab1'ic s, and all types 
of fiberous materials formed into pads and. mats. ·.Lhe surface 
has barely been scratchec:. in this field of :nolding and new and 
better methods are being developed daily. 
Cast ::tesins i.oldinp: 
In 1906 Dr. Leo~. ~akeland developed the first feasible 
process for casting resins. ihe first ~&terials used had the 
troublesome tendancy to crack snd discolor with afe. It was almost 
twentf years later that phenolic resins were developed especially 
for casting purposes. 'l'he moldinp- is done bf castinp: the material 
in glass tubes or between glass plates and then breaking the 
glass away to free the molded pieces. .L'here are also five other 
tfpes of molds that are used. l)raw molds, split molds, and 
cored :nolds are generally made of lead. ·1'he1 are used onl;y once 
and then vriel ted dm·m for re-use. 1rhe p8rts are forced out of 
t1:1e vriolds by co·'1pressed air or by mechanical me,:-:ns. '11his ruins 
the --nolds so that they cannot be used ar,:r-d.in. 'l'he two other types 
of ·11olds are rubber -:•1olds •Jnd plaster 'llolds. 'l1hese nolds are 
used until they beco"l'.le worn enoup-h to vnake the cs.stlngs beco.,11e 
oversize and sre then discarded. 
Cast resins nrc tou~h and resllient :J.nd hive hi0'h 
conpressi ve strength. Some uses ':tre r"'dio c 9.binets, clock 
housin7s, 9oker chins and rrcks, buttons and buckles, rqdar 
insulators, n.nd housinr.s for bo·--1b detonators. 
THEHMOfLASTIC SHEI:.1'l1 Ti'OHEI.NG 
So:rrn of' the 0V1.er for:nin;r, -~ethods of plastics besides 
:rriolding are Dr9.9inc:, '1ie FressinP-', Drawing, Blow-die, and Stretch-
inf. 'l'hese are the r:rnthods used for forminf thermop1astic sheej 
( 11.i) 
materials into consumer goods. 
Draping 
Draping is one of the simplest methods of forming 
sheet plastics. As the name implies, the method consists of 
draping a hot, pliable sheet over a form having the shape of 
the desired finished article. The plastic is heated to the 
correct temperature15in a circulating air oven. After the 
sheet has been heated to the desired temperature it is draped 
over the mold and the edges of the sheet are held in place by 
flexible rubber bands. An electric fan or blower can be used 
to speed up the cooling process. When the sheet has cooled to 
room temperature it can be safely removed from the form. The 
forms are generally made of wood covered. with felt, floe. 
rubber, or cloth. All types of sheet plastics may be draped and 
as this is one of the cheapest methods it is widely used. 
Die--Eres~J_gg 
Die-Pressing is substantially a molding process using 
thermoplastic sheets in the form of precut blanks. These blanks 
are cut as nearly as practicable the size and shape of the finished 
article. The blanks are preheated on trays in an oven or on a 
hot plate until sufficiently soft for pressing. They are then 
placed in the mold, which may be either hot or cold, and the 
mold is closed under pressure up to about two thousand pounds 
per square inch. Die pressing may be done to any of the thermo-
plastics that are available in the form of sheets or rods and 
tubes. 
15 Society of the Plastics Industry, Inc., SP! Hand-
book, P. 77. 
Drawing 
Drawing is one of the older methods of forming 
thermoplastic sheet material. Drawing is actually stretching 
the material to reduce the thickness of a plastic sheet. The 
plastic sheet is heated to the proper temperature and placed 
in the drawing press. It is heli down around the edges by a 
pressure plate. A former is used to force the plastic down 
into the mold cavity. The former is then removed, the piece 
cooled, and the flange remaining between the mold and the 
pressure plate is sheared off. 
The temperature of the plastic sheet is very im-
portant in drawing. If the temperature is too high it may 
cause heatmarks, unmolding of the surface, or tearing. If the 
temperature is too low wrinkles and fractures may result. The 
rate of producing drawn plastic parts is very satisfactory as 
an automatic drawing press can produce small pieces at the 
rate of one hundred per minute. Almost all of the hollow shapes 
are made by the drawing method. 
Blow-die 
Blow-die operations are employed mainly for making 
bowl-shaped articles in which the perimeter of the sides is 
larger than the opening or neck. "In the blowing process, 
sections of capped or closed end tubing are inserted in the 
closed mold, heated, and then expanded to fill the mold by 
use of compressed air." 16 This forces the material to take the 
16 J. H. DuBois, Plastics, P. 67. 
(16) 
shape of the mold and produces a hollow object. Two pieces of 
sheet plastic may also be used by clamping them between the 
halves of the mold and forcing compressed air between the 
softened sheets causing it to expand and be forced against the 
sides of the mold. The flange that is left when sheet plastic 
is used must be trimmed off. When tubing is used there is no 
flange and this operation is eliminated. Christmas tree orna-
ments, balls, bottles, and hollow toys can be made by the blow 
die process. 
Stretching 
Thermoplastic sheets can also be formed by the 
stretching method. The sheet is heated in an oven at a con-
trolled temperature until it becomes stretchable. The time 
and temperature will depend upon the type and thickness of the 
material to be formed. The sheet is removed from the oven and 
placed over the mold quickly. The stretching is generally 
done by a number of operators who pull the sheet by means 
of quick acting clamps. These clamps are attached to the edge 
of the sheet at intervals of six to ten inches. Great care must 
be exercised to stretch the sheet as uniformly as possible so 
that thin spots will not be formed. The forming of some large 
parts require ten men to do the stretching. After the sheet 
has been stretched to the desired shape, a metal ring is clamped 
around the edge, to hold it in place while it cools. The molds 
are usually constructed of wood or Masonite covered with a soft 
cloth such as billiard felt. A great many of the large trans~ 
parent aircraft canopies used during the World War II were made 
by the stretch forming method. 
(17) 
Machining Operations 
The machining and finishing methods of thermosetting 
and thermoplastics are quite a bit alike. A good many of the 
operations are exactly alike and use the same tools and equipment. 
Plastics may be machined on the same equipment that would be 
found in the average machine shop. There is no need to have special 
equipment to do most of the average machining operations. Wood-
working tools may be used successfully on most of the thermoplas-
tics as they are soft and quite easily worked. The thermosetting 
materials are much harder and tools that are employed in the 
machining of steel are employed. 
The operations used in industry are filing, drilling, 
tapping, turning, sawing, piercing, trimming, routing, tumbling, 
grinding, sanding, buffing, polishing, ashing, and dip polishing. 
Filing 
Files are important tools for finishing molded articles 
of plastic, and for beveling, smoothing, burring, and fitting 
the edges and corners of sheets of plastic. The size and shape 
of the file is determined by the size, shape, and contour of 
the article to be finished. The cut of the file is determined 
by the requirements of finish and by the type of plastic used. 
Drilling 
Drilling operations on plastics are used to produce 
required holes a.nd to remove flash and fins from molded holes. 
Standard drill presses are often used for these operations. 
Multiple spindle drill presses are desirable where several 
different size holes are called for. In the drilling of plastics, 
drills sometimes cut undersize because of the abrasive action of 
the material, and therefore drills should be used that are 
( 16) 
0.002 to 0.003 inch oversize. 
Tapping 
Tapping of plastics may be done either by machine or 
by hand. It is not wise to try and tap plastics with more than 
75 per oent of a full thread. Some special spiral taps are 
employed in the tapping of plastics. The greater care in their 
manufacture may be the reason that they give the best results. 
Tapping may be done dry or with a lubricant. Faster tapping is 
accomplished when a lubricant is used. 
Turnin.g 
Turning of plastics may be done with standard carbon 
or high speed steel tools. Carbide tipped tools are used on 
most long runs as they hold a keener edge longer. The side and 
front clearances of the tools should be somewhat greater than 
those of standard turning tools. This helps to minimize surface 
friction at maximum cutting speeds. Faster cutting is possible 
if a mixture of equal parts of soluble oil and water are kept 
flowing over the cutting tools. 
Sawing 
Sawing of plastics may be done on the circular saw, 
band saw, and the jig saw. The proper rate of feed is important 
in all sawing operations and can be learned only through experience. 
Saws should have no set in the teeth when sawing material under 
one quarter of an inch thick. In thicker materials the teeth should 
have some set to them. The rule is the heavier the material the 
more set. Air jets are directed against the blades to keep the 
work cool. 
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Piercil}g_, Trimming, and Routing 
Piercing, trimming, and routing are three methods 
used to finish molded pieces. Small holes may be punched on hand 
operated arbor presses or on power punch presses. Thin sheets 
may be worked cold. Heavier materials must be heated before 
punching. Blanking and shaving dies are used in removing part-
ing lines and flash lines from the articles. Gates on the articles 
are removed by shearing. Routing and shaping operations may be 
performed on standard woodworking equipment. For fine cuts, 
single or multiple-bladed fly cutters should be used. 
Tumbling 
Tumbling is used when corners must be rounded, ends of 
gates removed, and surfaces are to be full finished. The articles 
are placed in barrels along with an abrasive and hardwood pegs. 
The barrels are revolved at from 15 to 30 revolutions per minute. 
The hardwood pegs serve to rub the abrasive against the articles 
during the tumbling. 
Grindin.g and Sanding 
Grinding and sanding of plastics are done either wet 
or dry. The material determines the method. Each material has 
its own special characteristics and these must be known before 
grinding and sanding are started. Care must be taken to see that 
excess heat is not generated during these operations. 
Ashin_g, Buff _!ng, and Polishir.ig 
Ashing, buffing, and polishing are the finishing 
operations that are done to plastic articles as the final process. 
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"Ashing is similar to buffing, and consists of polishing a 
piece by means of wet pumice on a rotating muslin disc. 1117 
Buffing is accomplished by treating a rotating fabric wheel 
with a polishing agent such as jewelers rouge and holding the 
plastic article against it to secure a high polish. Automatic 
machines are used for the buffing operation if the article is 
of similar contour. Polishing is done on a polishing lathe 
usus.lly at high speeds. Mild abrasives are used wet in order 
to keep excessive temperatures down and to secure a fine smooth 
finish. 
Dip Polishing 
Dip polishing is an inexpensive method for giving a 
smooth surface and glossy appearance to machined or molded 
articles. There are two types of general dipping solutions. One 
is a solvent, which dissolves surface irregularities such as 
those left by machining; the other is a solution that puts a 
lacquer type coat on the surface of the article. Large pieces 
may have to be hand dipped singly, but smaller ones can often 
be racked and dipped. If a coating is applied to only part of 
an art i.cle, a device can be used which will permit a loaded rack 
or an individual piece to be dipped accurately to the desired 
limit. 
17 Thomas A. Dickinson, Plastics Dictiona!Y, P. 23. 
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Fabrication Methods in the School Shop 
The long standing interest of Industrial Arts educators 
in plastics is easily understandable. Not only do plastic mater-
ials constitute an entirely new medium for both artist and crafts-
man, but they also possess a number of characteristics which 
make them especially suitable for inclusion in woodwork, general 
shop, and machine shop courses. In addition to being extremely 
attractive, plastics are light in weight and easy to handle. 
They do not splinter or chip and thus are very safe to use even 
in inexperienced hands. The ease and speed with which plastic 
materials can be machined, the opportunity they give to persons 
of imagination and creative ability, the attractiveness of the 
finished product -- all these result in a student motivation that 
can seldom be surpassed. Finally, no special equipment is needed 
which cannot be easily and inexpensively made. 
In the school shop it is essential that every detail 
of a job be carefully planned before the work is begun. Usually 
this planning takes the form of complete and accurate drawings 
of the parts to be cut. Drawings should be made full size if at 
a.11 possible. These drawings can then be used for patterns to 
lay out the project. In addition to the drawings it is highly 
desirable to make use of jigs wherever practicable. It will 
be found that a little time spent on the manufacture of a few 
simple jigs will be amply repaid in the quality of the finished 
product. 
Jigs and Forms 
Jigs and forms range from the very simple shaping 
operations of thermoplastics to the more complicated shaping 
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operations. The simplest types of jigs and forms that can be 
utilized are the pre-shaped objects generally found in the shop 
such as large dowel rods (Fig. 4, Plate l), blocks of wood, and 
glass bottles and jars (Fig. 6, Plate l). If the curve to be 
formed is simple it may be formed around a piece of wood that has 
been sawed to the desired shape (Figs. l & 5, Plate l). The wood 
should be sanded to a very smooth, fine finish to prevent mark-
ing the soft plastic. If the piece is not too large it may be held 
against the forming jig with your hands. If the piece is larger 
or a more compound curve the form can be made in two pieces and 
the plastic compressed between the two parts of the form (Fig. 7, 
Plate 1). Plastic strips can be formed by using a jig such as the 
one illustrated in Fig. 3, Plate 1. This jig is made of wooden 
dowel rods glued into a plywood base. There is almost an in-
definite number of these types of jigs that could be constructed 
to fabricate the formed plastic strip projects. The number is 
set only by a persons imagination and creative design ability. 
To make a simple right angle bend a jig similar to 
the type shown in Fig. 2, Plate l may be used. Another simple 
way to make a right angle bend is the use of the edge of a 
table or bench to bend the material. There are also on the 
market at the present time strip heaters that can be used for 
making right angle bends and small radius curves. A small strip 
heater that can be effectively used in the shop is shown in 
Plate II. This type heater is very good for heating such types 
of work where heat must be localized to certain specific areas 
only. This heater utilizes a coil of nichrome wire of the type 
used in common electrical heating devices such as toasters, irons, 
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and ovens. Another type of strip heater may be constructed 
quite simply and cheaply by obtaining the heating element from 
a 220 volt hot water heater, Reshape the element so that when it 
is placed over the plastic there will be approximately one thirty 
second of an inch clearance. The element is connected to a 110 
volt line. This voltage passing through the 220 volt hot water 
heater element produors just the right amount of heat to soften 
plastic for bending without scorching. 
Three Dimensional Forming Jigs 
Wherever a three dimensional form is destred a male 
and female jig should be used. There are several types of these 
forms. One of these types is called the two piece form (Plate 
III). This form consists of the female or concave part and the 
male or convex part. The plastic sheet is heated and placed 
in between the two parts of the die. Pressure is then applied 
to the mold and the plastic is forced into the female part of 
the mold. It must be remembered that the male part of the die 
should be made with an allowance for the thickness of the plastic 
being formed. The plastic disc must also be cut slightly over-
a ize to allow sufficient material to be pressed into the form. 
For the deeper bowls and trays five piece molds are 
used (Plate IV). There is a slightly different procedure for 
using the five piece dies. 
"Cut the plastic 3/4 inch larger all around. 
Place the plastic into the dies, between pieces 
3 and 4, and fasten 3 to 4 with screws all 
around. Put the die assembly with the plastic 
into the oven and heat it to 265 degrees 
Fahrenheit. When ready with helpers and the 
press, remove the assembly from the oven and 
wave it in the air to caseharden the outside 
surface of the plastic. Place the chamois 


disc over the plastic, add the positive die, 
nieces 1 and 2, and press. Standing on it 
may be enough. When solidly cool, remove lS 
the plastic, and trim and polish the edges." 
Bowls, trays, plates, and candy dishes may be made by 
using these types of pressing forms. Other simple shapes can be 
formed without the use of pressing dies. Projects such as drink-
ing glass coasters and small trays may be formed by placing a 
heated plastic disc over the bottom of a thick jelly jar and 
pressing it into shape with a second jelly jar placed directly 
over the heated disc. Press gently until the forming is com-
plete and the plastic is cool enough to retain its new form. 
Interesting scallops will result when the plastic disc is large 
enough to protrude outside of the pressure area. 19 
Scalloped Edge Jigs 
Bowls and trays having scalloped edges may be formed 
in jigs that ~re made up of plywood and dowel rods. These jigs 
are economical, easy to construct, and require little maintenance 
to keep them in good working order. Plate V shows several 
examples of the jigs used to form scalloped edge bowls and 
trays. Almost any type of scalloped edge projects can be made 
on these jigs. 
Vacu:g.rn Fol'filing 
Vacuum forming is a method that can be used in the 
school shop. The process consists of placing a heat-softened 
thermopl::Lstic sheet over the open end of a mold, and withdrawing 
air from the mold by me3ns of an internal vacuum so that the 
18 Alexander F. Bick, Plastics for Fun, P. 32. 
19 Ernest S. DeW.ick and John H. Cooper, Plastic 
Cr~ft, P. 77. (2S) 

sheet will be drawn to the contours of the mold. The process 
is complete as soon as the sheet has cooled and hardened. 
There is now available on the market a press made by 
the O'Neil-Irwin (Di-Aero) Company. This press was designed for 
vacuum forming in the school shop. This machine is rather ex-
pensive and may not fit into shop budgets too well. A simple 
vacuum forming apparatus may be constructed by the shop instruct-
or at a moderate cost. See Plate VI. 
The method of using this apparatus is as follows: 
"The first piece of equipment necessary is an 
aspirator which is attached to a water faucet to 
produce a partial vacuum. A flask is needed to 
act as a trap for any water that may be drawn 
into the system and a manometer is used to indicate 
the extent of the vacuum. A satisfactory manometer 
may be made if there are facilities for bending 
glass. The bent glass tube is filled with mercury 
so that the two columns register zero. The next 
part of the vacuum system is an accumulator tank 
which should have a capacity of at least one and 
one-half times the volume of the mold. A small 
steel oil drum makes an excellent accumulator. The 
mold must be the negative form. A very satisfactory 
one can be made of plaster of Paris by procedures 
described in any good book on ceramics. The mold 
must be dry and the inside surface should be sand-
ed with fine sandpaper to prevent marking the 
~lastic. The mold has a V-channel placed about 
~" from the inside edge to provide a seal which 
must be airtight if the system is to work. A 
hold-down ring made of flat mild steel, masonite, 
or wood strips with a sheet metal edge is made to 
fit into the channel. The hold-down ring may be 
circular .or rectangular. 
A 3/8" diameter bole is drilled through at 
the lowest point in the mold and a short length 
of pipe cemented in place. The pipe extends below 
the form in order to provide a connection for the 
hose leading down from the accumulator to the mold. 
The hold-down ring is held in place by a quick 
acting clamp. 
The system is now connected with pressure hose, 
and all joints are shellacked to make them airtight. 
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The hose is clamped. off between the accumulator 
and the mold. The water faucet is turned on and 
pressure starts to lower in the accumulator tank. 
This usually takes about fifteen minutes, depending 
upon the size of the accumulator and upon the water 
pressure. When the column of mercury in the manometer 
has lowered about 72 mm. , sufficient vacuum has been 
built up for vacuum forming. The V-ohannel is filled 
with soft putty and the cavity of the mold is coated 
with vaseline or light grease to prevent the plaster 
from marking the hot plastic. 
In the meantime, the sheet of plastic is heated 
in an oven at a temperature of 280 degrees Fahren-
heit. The sheet of plastic must be larger than the 
form in order to complete the seal with the hold-
down ring. The plastic is taken out of the oven, 
swung in the air for a few seconds to caseharden it, 
and then put over the mold. The hold-down ring is 
put in place and the clamping bar is brought down 
on the ring. 
The hose clamp is released and the air beneath 
the plastic is drawn out. All this must be done 
quickly before the plastic hardens. Atmospheric 
pressure of 14.7 pounds per square inch will force 
the hot plastic into the mold. It should be held 
in this position by the pressure until the plastic 
is cooled. The hose clamp is then tightened and the 
plastic is removed from the mold. Of~course, the 
seal ring marks must be trimmed off."~o 
Blow Forming 
Another method that is used for forming plastic in 
the school shop is the blow forming method. This method is 
just tb.e reverse of the vacuum forming method. The material 
is placed in the press and by the means of compressed air it 
is blown into the mold. The Di-Aero press can be used for 
blow forming but again the cost of the machine may be prohibitive. 
A press of this type can be constructed for shop use by the 
instructor. See Plate VII (Di~gram). Plate VIII shows a typical 
mold that is used with this press and Plate IX and X tell how 
the press and mold are constructed. 
20 Louis V. Wewkirk, Coleman Hewitt, and Lavada Zutter, 
Advent~res With Plastics, Pps. 37-39. 
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Scrap plastic and misshapen plastic can be used on 
this press as well as unu3ed flat plastic with the masking pa.per 
on it. Regardless of the shape of plastic material used, as long 
as it has no scratches on it, it is as good aa new material for 
use with this machine. 
Method of using this machine: 
"The plastic used must be at least an inch larger 
than the mold due to the stretching of the plastic 
when the air is applied.. Although we have described 
a mold of specific dimensions, the thickness to be 
used is determined by the mold to be used. The 
greater the depth desired, or the greater the stretch, 
the thicker the material used. To use the mold shown, 
material 3/16 or 1/4 inch thick should be used. 
The plastic is heated at 350 degrees Fahrenheit, 
until it is flexible. Before removing plastic from 
the oven the mold should be made ready and the air 
pressure built up to approximately 45 pounds per 
square inch. The hot plastic is then placed down, 
centering on the air outlet. The mold is then quickly 
placed on top of the plastic and tightened down by 
use of the press wheel. The air is then turned on 
and the plastic watched carefully so as not to blow 
more than desired. The air flow is controlled by 
use of the air control lever. 
After three to five minutes, depending upon 
the thickness of the material, the air pressure is 
cut off and the plastic taken out of the mold. Th~ 
excess plastic is then cut off with the band saw.n~l 
Cast l?l~~tic!_ 
Liquid casting plastics for use in the school shop 
are compari t ively new. The problem of proper curing ifvas the main 
reason that liquid casting plastics did not come on the market 
sooner. One of these new liquid casting plastics is called 
Castolite. The basic fluid pours like a syrup and it gels and 
hardens with the aid of a cat~lyst. The hardening is accelerated 
by immersion in warm water at 150 degrees Fahrenheit. The fact 
21 Lauton ll:dwards, Industria.~ Arts and Voca~~~~~~ 
Edu~at~~~ Magazine, January, 1958. l?p. 25-27. 
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that no more than common equipment is needed makes the use of 
this type of plastic attractive to the school shop instructor. 
Glass jars and bowls make excellent molds for flat 
caatings, light bulbs for full or half round forms, watch glasses 
for magnifying projects, and test tubes and glass laboratory 
tubes for the casting of rods. Other molds may be made by buying 
a latex mold solution from a plastic supplier and applying this 
solution to figurines, machine parts, or clay models. The latex 
solution is bru.shed on and given a number of coats until sufficient-
ly thick enough to be used for a mold. It is then peeled off 
of the model and used for a mold for the casting liquid. 
Many items may be embedded in the liquid casting 
plastic. Some of these items are: Certain kinds of fresh flowers, 
biological specimens, dried flowers, coins, medals, fishing 
flies, and photographs. Almost any item can be imbedded in this 
liquid plastic but care must be taken to make sure all bubbles 
are removed and the items held in the correct position while 
casting. 
The plastic may be colored by adding plastic coloring 
dyes to the basic fluid before the catalyst is added. When the 
projects are cast they may be sawed, filed, drilled, sanded, 
machined, and polished using the same methods used for the sheet 
type plastics. 
Lam~~ated Plast~9-~ 
Laminating means to bond together by heat and pressure 
several layers of material into a dense, tough, homogenous 
solid. Simple laminating may be done in the school shop using 
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simple equipment and hand tools. Any object less than the thick-
ness of a penny can successfully be embedded between two pieces 
of Lucite or Plexiglas. Place the object to be embedded between 
the two sheets of plastic and place two pieces of hardwood over 
the plastic. Clamp together with steel "C" clamps and place in 
an oven heated to 300 degrees Fahrenheit. Heat the plastic at this 
temper~ture for two hours, remove from the oven and tighten the 
"C" clamps with as much pressure as possible. Place the jig back 
in the oven and shut off the heat. This will allow the plastic 
to cool slowly. When it is cool remove the clamps and hardwood 
boards. Scribe desired outline around imbedded object and cut 
out on the band saw or jig saw. Sand and polish the sawed edges. 
Only objects that are not affected by heat can be embedded 
between the laminated sheets by this method. 
Fiberglas cloth combined with polyester resins can 
be used successfully in the school shop for making bowls and 
trays inexpensively. To make a bowl or tray by this method a 
two piece form is required. These molds may be made of plaster 
of Paris, hardwood, or spun aluminum. The top piece should 
fit into the lower piece with an allowance of approximately 
3/32" to 1/8" between for the completed bowl to be formed. 
Wax is applied to the insides of the mold to prevent sticking. 
A coat of mixed resin is then applied to the bottom part of 
the mold. Press the f iberglas cloth into the resin and remove 
all wrinkles. Apply another coat of the resin over the f iberglas 
cloth. Next, lay the figured or textured cloth in the mold and 
brush into place. Saturate this cloth thoroughly with another 
coat of the resin material and place the top half of the mold 
in position and apply pressure with the hands until the resin 
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oozes out around. the edges of the mol:l. Place a weight on the 
top piece of the mold and allow to :iry. The drying process will 
take about four hours. Pry apart mold and remove bowl. Place 
bowl with flat face d.own and trim off edge on a band saw. Sand 
the sawed edge and polish on a buffing wheel .. 
Bowls and trays of modern design can be made by using 
porous materials, such as burlap in its natural brown color or 
figured drapery material. Loosely woven cloth is best to use as 
it allows plenty of stretch to conform to the mold. 22 
Cementing Plastics 
When working with plastics many situations arise that 
call for cementing. This is a quick, durable, and neat looking 
method of fastening plastics together. If the cementing is 
properly done, the joint will be transparent and there will be 
no bubbles visible. As each type of plastic has different chemical 
properties different cements are used for the various types of 
plastics. Your supply dealer will be able to suggest the cement 
best suited to the type of material you are using. 
There are several methods that are used to apply 
cement to the joints. The first of these is the soaking method. 
The edges to be cemented are placed in a shallow pan containing 
the solvent for the particular type of plastic you are using. 
They should be allowed to remain in the solvent for about 10 
minutes. The softened surfaces are then pressed together, clamped~ 
and allowed to dry. In some instances only one of the two pieces 
to be cemented is soaked. 
Cement may be applied with a medicine dropper or a 
22 Plastic Parts and Sales Co., Information Sheet How 
to Make Use~ul and Decorative Bowls With Fiberg±-as Cloth _,:-Polye;.i.ter 
Resin, 1957. ------- --·- --- .... 
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hypodermic syringe. This method is used to flow cement into a 
joint where there are air bubbles or places that are not cement-
ed adequately. This is a very useful method as the project can 
be assembled and clamped in the proper position and then cemented. 
Cement also may be brushed or wiped on the joints. Thia 
method can be used where there will not be undue strain on the 
joints. The soaking method and the hypodermic syringe method 
produce the strongest joints. 
Plate XI shows most of the common joints that are used 
for cementing plastics. These common joints are strong and durable 
and are applicable to all forms of projects. 
There are several things to keep in mind when cement-
ing plastics. See that the room you are working in is well 
ventilated. Avoid bringing the cements into contact with the 
skin. Keep them away from open flames and sparks as most of them 
are highly flammable. Keep the containers tig~tly·closed to 
prevent evaporation. After any cementing is done the plastics 
may be heated and formed as heat does not affect a cemented 
joint. Cementing is a difficult operation and it will be wise to 
experiment with scrap pieces of plastic before attempting a 
finished job. 
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School Shop Working and Machining Methods 
There is nothing mysterious about hand working or 
machining plastic materials. The same rules that apply to woods 
and metals also apply to plastics. Plastics should be treated 
as much as the machinist treats copper or brass with the adjitional 
factor that precautions must always be taken to avoid any undue 
pressure or haste which might result in the production of enough 
heat to cause the plastic to soften. 
Breaking 
Cellulose acetate sheet plastic may be broken along 
a scribed line providing the piece to be broken is no more than 
1/16 inch thick. A fine pointed scriber should be employed to 
cut a line that penetrates at least 1/3 the thickness of the 
plastic. The depth of penetration depends not on the pressure 
applied to the scriber, but upon the number of times it is drawn 
along the line. Do not use excessive pressure on the first 
strokes as it makes the scriber difficult to control. The scribed 
plastic is placed on the edge of a table and broken in the same 
manner that a sheet of glass is broken. This breaking method 
leaves a smooth, fine edge on the thin stock that requires only 
a final polishing. 
Saw~n.g 
Plastics may be cut with almost any type of saw that 
will cut wood or metal. Backsaws, hacksaws, jewelers' saws, and 
coping saws may be used satisfactorily, but the plastic should be 
held firmly in a vise or clamped to the bench. A saw jack may 
be used when sawing with the jewelerst saw or coping saw. Protect 
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the surf1ce of the plastic while clamping with blocks of wood 
or several thicknesses of paper. It will be found that the finer 
toothed saws work the best. When using any type of handsaw, be 
careful not to force the saw, because this practice will invariably 
cause chipping on the undersurface of the stock. Saw slowly when 
working with plastics so as not to overheat the blade and cause 
the plastic material to soften and gum up. 
Power saws ordinarily used for cutting wood and metal 
may be used with plastics. 
"The band saw is the most popular for general plastics 
work, since the blade travels several feet from any given point, 
thus dissipating heat more rapidly than other types of power 
saws. 1123 The band saw is best suited for cutting thick pieces 
of plastic. Wide blades should be used for long straight cuts. 
Narrow blades are required for cutting curves. The thicker the 
plastic the coarser the tooth size. A range of from 8 to 22 
teeth per inch is recommended. The set of the teeth normally 
used on wood or metal will prove satisfactory in most cases. 
Above all, keep the saw blades sharp as dull blades tend to 
produce excessive heat. 
A smooth cutting, hollow-ground circular saw of from 
6 to 10 inches in diameter is suitable for cutting plastics. 
A hollow-ground blade w·orks the best because the blade is thinner 
below the teeth. The teeth on a hollow-ground blade are the 
widest part of the blade. Because the blade below the teeth 
is thinner an air space is created which aids in the cooling. 
23 Ernest s. DeWick and John H. Cooper, Plastic Craft, 
P. 43. 
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If a hollow-ground blade is not used the blade teeth should have 
a slight set. Excessive saw blade speeds will cause poor results 
as the plastic will melt and gum up. The saw blade should be set 
so that it extends about 1/4 inch above the piece being out. The 
rate of feed will have to be determined by practice. 
A power jig saw is handy for ~~tting intricate shapes 
from flat stock. A Number 3 jewelers' saw blade with 22 teeth 
to the inch is excellent for thin plastics. A Number 4 or 5 
blade is good for he9..vier stock. The jig sa.w tends to gum up 
easily because the stroke of the saw is short and the chips are 
not cleared readily. If the saw fails to make a clean cut, back 
the blade out and shut off the machine. Clean the blade and 
allow it to cool before beginning work again. 
The most important rule in sawing plastics is: To avoid 
overheating, never force the plastic into the blade. 
Planing 
The edges of plastic sheets may be planed in the same 
manner as wood. Any type of plane can be used, but the block plane 
gives the finest cut. The plane blade must be kept sharp at all 
times to secure a fine finish. Since plastics have no grain they 
can be planed in any direction. For best results when planing 
adjust the plane for a very fine cut. 
Scraping 
A cabinet scraper blade may be used on the edges of 
plastics to remove saw and plane marks. The scraper blade may 
be used on curved surfaces as well as on straight edges. A sharp 
scraper blade will give a smoother surface than the plane will. 
(35) 
Filing 
The use of a file is often necessary to complete 
shaping and forming operations. Medium or fine cabinet and 
metal files may be used. Plastics should be filed on the forNard 
stroke only. The file must not be dragged back over the piece 
being filed as this will cause the file to load quickly and 
produce a poor surface. Needle files and riffle files are used 
for fine, close, delicate work. Clean the files frequently with 
a file card and the quality of the filing will improve. 
Drilling 
Standard metal drills may be used for sma.11 holes 
under 1/4 inch diameter. On drills larger than 1/4 inch diameter 
the cutting edges should be ground with a negative rake or no 
rake at all. The drills should have a scraping rather than a 
cutting action. The long lead on a metal twist drill should be 
ground down to widen the angle. Either the drill press or the 
hand drill may be used for drilling plastics. To prevent clogging 
and burning, remove the drill from the hole frequently to aid in 
removal of the shavings. Use moderate speeds and light pressure 
to prevent the drill from grabbing. A lubricant of thin mild 
soap and water may be used when drilling deep holes in plastics. 
Fly cutters are very useful for cutting holes with more than 
1 inch diameters. 
Turning 
Plastics may be turned on either wood lathes or machine 
lathes. "A good rule to follow is that tools, feeds, speeds, and 
depths of cut should correspond closely to those used in the 
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turning of brass. 1124 Cutting tools should have a clearance of 
from 10 degrees to 20 iegrees with a 0 degree or slightly neg~tive 
rake. Cutting tools should be kept honed to produce the finest 
cuts. Wood lathes may be run safely up to 6,000 revolutions 
per minute. The safe speed for a machine metal lathe is within 
2,0~0 revolutions per minute. The speed at which the lathe should 
be operated depends largely upon the kind of plastic material 
being used, as well as the size and type of work being done. 
Plastics can be faced, centered, turned, bored, drilled, knurled, 
and threaded on the lathe. 
Milling 
Any milling operation may be performed successfully 
provided it does not involve the development of excessive heat. 
Zero rq,ke or negative rake will produce the best results. Al-
though cutting plastics is much like cutting hard soap, it should 
be remembered that soap will not burn. If hand feed is used the 
feed should be steady and should not be stopped until the cut 
is complete beciiuse the resulting ripple will be hard to work out 
later. Small engraving tools may be adapted to fit the milling 
machine and used to inscribe circular and straight line decors.tions. 
Shaping 
A metal shaper can be used for removing stock and finish-
ing. It can also be used to scribe straight line decor~tions which 
appear as etched lines on the surface of the finished product. 
When taking a finish cut, care should be taken to keep the tool 
from bouncing on the surface of the plastic. 
24 Ernest S. DeWick and John H. Cooper, Plastic Craft ----- ----' 
P. 55. 
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A wood ~haper can be used for plastic work also. The 
cutters should be ke?t very sha.rp and should be ground with a 
back angle of about 10 degreea. The rake angle should be from 
20 degrees to 30 degrees for the best results. The shaper should 
be run at a speed of over 7,000 revolutions per minute. 
Grindirig 
In grinding pl~stics, an open wheel with a weak bond 
is preferred. A narrow cutting edge should be used, the wheel 
should be dressed frequently, and sufficient coolant should be 
employed. .~11 grinding ope rat ions should be perf orrr,ed with the 
greatest caution. Small hand grir1ders can be used very effectively 
for removing small burrs and for cutting irregul3..r designs in the 
plastic. A sma.11 buffing ·v<1heel attachment can be used to buff 
small holes and corners. 
Sanding 
Practic~lly all types of sanding equipment may be 
used successfully on plastics. These include portable and station-
ary belt and disc sanders, cartridge rolls used on a spindle, 
molde1 discs, and mandrels for use with cloth bands. 
Hand sanding is necessary to prepare a joint for cement-
ing. For best results use a circular motion and "Wetordry" 
abrasive paper with water. Grits from Nu.vnber 200 to Number 400 
will be found very suitable. Surface sanding should be done over 
an area wide enough to avoid a sink or depression. Hold the sand-
riaper by wrapping it 3.round a smooth, flat piece of cork or a 
wooden block. Avoid excessive pressure. Wben possible, it is 
best to sand small objects under running water. This will aid 
in keeping the abrasive clean and increase its cutting efficiency. 
(JG) 
Belt crnd iisc sanders are the most desirable equipment 
for a plastics shop. Wet belt sanders are ideal because they help 
control the heat generated in sanding. For best results, abrasive 
discs, drums, and belts should operate at from 2800 to 3000 
surface feet per minute. The grade of sandpaper used depends on 
the amount of material to be removed and the finish desired. If 
it is desired to remove material to a given dimension, a coarse 
e,bras i ve is ordinarily used. For finishing, an abrasive fine 
enough to remove the scratches left by the previous abrasive is 
selected. To avoid overheating, never force the work against the 
abrasive paper. 
Ashing, Polishing, and Buffing 
To improve the finish or to remove machine, tool, 
and sanding marks, one or more of the following processes will 
be necessary, depending on the surface condition of the plastic. 
Ashing is generally the first operation. This is done 
by using a mixture of 11 00" pumice and water mixed to a thick 
paste and generously applied to the wheel and the work. The ashing 
mud is retained in a shallow pan beneath the buffing wheel and 
should be applied to the article by hand or with a small paddle. 
The buffing wheel should be enclosed by a hood to prevent the 
ashing mud from being splattered about. A hard wheel made up of 
stitched-cotton-cloth discs is best suited for the ashing operation. 
The wheel should be run at a speed of about 1500 revolutions per 
minute. 
Polishing is the next operation. Before this operation 
is started the ashing mud must be completely removed from the 
( 39) 
article to be polished. A lusterous polish may be obtained by 
using a wheel that has had an applic~tion of Tripoli or other 
similar type polishing agent. This operation should be performed 
with a soft, unstitched wheel at a speed of about 2000 revolutions 
per minute. 
Buffing is done ~ith a dry, clean wheel consisting of 
loose cotton discs with spacers. Buffing removes the excess 
polishing agent and hardens the finish. A buffing head on a 
flexible shaft is ideal and m~y be operated at speeds up to 5000 
revolutions per minute. 
Edge buffing is done to insure sharp, clean edges. 
These edges may be buffed to a high gloss on the side of a firm, 
wool-felt wheel placed against a wooden or steel disc and operating 
at about 5500 surface feet per minute. On edges which are to be 
cemented, use only pumice in paste form, since cement will not 
adhere to a highly polished surface. 
During any of these operations, the piece of plastic 
must always be kept in constant motion in relation to the wheel. 
The wheel should be turning toward the operator and the piece of 
plastic should be held so that the wheel tends to pull it downward. 
To prevent burning of the plastic, use little pressure against the 
wheel and keep the piece in constant motion. 
Waxi~ 
Apply paste furniture or automobile wax with a soft cloth. 
A thin application will be more satisf~ctory and will produce a 
glossier, harder finish. Rub to a gloss with a piece of sheepskin 
or a dry, soft cloth. Most polishing waxes will fill tiny scratches 
and make the overall surface look smoother and more highly polished. 
U·O) 















Abrasives 
Equipment Sources 
Brodhead-Garrett Company 
4556 East 7lst Street 
Cleveland 1 Ohio. 
Carborundum Company 
Niagara Falls, New York 
Lea Manufacturing Company 
Waterbury, Connecticut 
Electric Ovens 
Electric Hotpack Company, Incorporated 
5067 Cottman Avenue 
Phila~elphia 35, Pennsylvania 
Flexible Shaft Machines 
Foredom Electric Company 
27 Park Place 
New York, New York 
Forming Presses 
Hand Tools 
O'Neil-Irwin Manufacturing Company 
351 Eighth Avenue 
Lake City 1 Minnesota 
Montgomery Ward and Company 
Chicago, Illinois 
Sears, Roebuck and Company 
Chicago, Illinois 
William Dixon 1 Incorporated 
32 East Kinney Street 
Newark, New Jersey 
Polishing Equipment 
Craftools, Incorporated 
396 Broadway 
New York, 15, New York 
Power Tools 
Walker-Turner, Incorporated 
Plainfield, New Jersey 
All sources listed under hand tools. 
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Reference Books 
Ad J hn V Plastl·c Arts Crafts Ni.AV" York·. D. 11an No~trand ams, o . , . ---"- --·--· - . v -
Company. 
Cherry, Raymond, General Plastics; Pro:iects and Procedures. 
Bloomington, Illinois: McKnight and McKnight, 1948. 
Cope, Dwight, Cope's Plastics Book. Chicago, Illinois: Goodheart-
Wilcox Company, Inc., 1957 
DeWick, Ernest S., and John H. Cooper, Plastic Craft. New York: 
Macmillan Company, 1946. 
Edwards, Laut on, Making Things of Plastic. Peoria, Illinois: 
Charles A. Bennett Company, Inc., 1954. 
Groneman, Chris H., Plastics Made Practical. Milwaukee, Wisconsin: 
Bruce Publishing Company-.-- -
Kingsbacher-Murphy Company, Craftwork in Plastics. Los Angeles: 
California. 
Lockrey, A. J., Plastics in the School and Home Worksho.E_. New 
York: D. Van Nostrand Company. 
Mansperger, D. E., Plastics, Problems and Processes. Scranton, 
Pennsylvania: International Textbook Company. 
Rohm and Haas Company, Working With Ple~iglas. Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania. 
Society of the Plastics Industry, Inc., CemeQting and Ass~mb11 
of Plastics. New 1ork. 
Periodicals 
Modern Plastics. Modern Plastics, Inc., 122 E. 42nd Street, New 
York 17, New York. 
Plastics. Ziff-Davia Publishing Company, 185 N. Wabash Avenue, 
Chicago, Illinois. 
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Plastic Suppliers (General) 
Artistocrat Plastics 
23 Sussex Avenue 
Newark, New Jersey 
Brodhead-Garrett Company 
4566 East 7lst Street 
Cleveland, Ohio 
Cadillac Plastic Company 
15113 - 2nd ~oulevard 
Detroit 3, Michigan 
Commercial Plastics and Supply Company 
55 Prince Street 
New York 12, New York 
D. W. Cope Plastics Dept. X 
11640 Bellefontaine Road 
St. Louis 15, Missouri 
Gem Olite 
5527 Cahuenga Boulevard 
North Hollywood, California 
Mc Clarin Plastics 
P.O. Box 168-A 
Hanover, Pennsylvania 
Plastics Parts and Sales 
1157 South Kingshighway Boulevard 
St. Louis 15, Missouri 
Special Plastics 
Extruded Plastics 
O'Neil Irwin Manufacturing Company 
351 - 8th Avenue 
Lake City, Minnesota 
Liquid Lucite 
Castolite Company 
School Department K-50 
Woodstock, Illinois 
Donjer Products Company 
1398 Utica Avenue 
Brooklyn 3, New York 
Gel Company 
Box 261 
Union, New Jersey 
Kemnitz Corporation 
2755 North 5th Street 
Milwaukee, 12, Wisconsin 
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Audio Visual Aids 
Careers for CeJ.lulose (1945) 16m.rn sound, 3 reels, 30 minutes. 
Hercules Powder Company 
This film, in full color, tells a story which begins 
in the cotton fields of the South, continues to the plants of 
Hercules where the cotton linters are transformed into cellulose 
derivatives. From these chemical bases, cellulose plastics, 
lacquers, film rayon and other useful articles are produced. 
Eyes of Flight (1952) 16 mm sound, 3 reels, 31 minutes. 
Rohm and Haas Company 
This film, in full color, deals with the care and 
maintenance of transparent acrylic plastic enclosures on aircraft. 
Instructional scenes show approved methods of cleaning, buffing, 
polishing, and patching acrylic plastic; the correct and incorrect 
uses of bandsaws, circular saws and drills; information is given 
on proper storage, simple fonr.ing techniques, the installation 
of aircraft windows, and the application and removal of protect-
ive coatings on canopies, domes a.nd other transparent enclosures. 
Figures of Quality (1950) 16mm sound, 1 reel, 10 minutes. 
Hercules Powder Company 
This film, in full color, shows the actual making of 
a batch of synthetic resin at the Hercules plant at Burlington. 
This was done to make the methods employed understandable, be-
cause Hercules uses statistical quality control methods in one 
form or another in almost all of the manufacturing operations of 
all departments, and in its research and developmental work as 
well. 
Flight to The Future 16mm sound, 4 reels, 37 minutes. 
Modern Taking Picture Service 
This film, in full color, presents the story of plastics. 
It shows the areas in which plastics serve in industry as well 
as in the home. 
Kingdom of Plastics (1946) 16mm sound, 1 reel, 10 minutes. 
General Electric Company 
This film describes the basic types of plastic compounds 
and tells something about their uses. In Full Color. 
Living With Formica 16mm sound, 2-1/2 reels, 25 minutes. 
Formica Company 
This film tells the story of Formica -- A laminated 
plastic, how it is made, where it is used to make life a happier 
and homier for millions of Americans. It traces the development 
of this amazing product in the fields of architecture, design, 
and construction. In lull Color. 
Scientific Approach to Better Plastics (1949) 16mm sound, 2 reels, 
20 minutes. 
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Society of the Plastics 
Industry, Inc. 
The large plastics testing machine in the film is 
c~pable of performing the exacting tests necessary. It has a 
steel arm which pulls plastics with a power equal to that of 
a passenger elevator car and is controlled by automatic mechanisms. 
Based on these tests, manufactures will be able to make their 
own chemical analyses of plastics for information on their 
physic9..l properties. The benefit of this research to consumers 
is illustrated in the final portion of this film. In Full Color. 
The Formica Story 16mm sound, 4 reels, 40 minutes 
Formica Company 
This film tells the story of a laminated plastic; how 
it is made and where and how it is used. It shows the methods by 
which the material is manufacturei and the close control methods 
used in production; the impregnation of paper, cotton, asbestos, 
homogeneous sheets, tubes, rods, and molded forms. In Full Color. 
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Summary 
There are two C0'~1mon types of pl as tics; ·1'hern1osetting 
and 'l'her:noplas"Lic. .:::;ach p:roup is •nade up of' plastics conteininp.; 
certain properties of a specific nature. '.i.iher'nosettinp: plastics 
soften when first heated, but are hardehed b.r further heating as 
a result of a chemical chanp:e, and cannot be remolded or reshaped. 
'l'hermonlastic m.aterials sof-cen when heated ,and re'aain soft until 
chilled. 'l'hey do not under1zo any chemical chenge durinf)'. heatinp 
and can be re~n.olded and reshaped. 
J~ach plastic material that falls in-co tne two groups 
contain special properties that maKe i"C slightly different from 
the other ~nembers of tL'ie sa111e group. Sone me'rl.bers of the thermo-
s et tinp:: gI'OU'lJ are Phenol L;'orn1aldeh:rde, Urea 'B1ormaldeh7de, and 
J~ela:nine nesins. Ciellulose Acetate, AcrJlic, \ inyls, StJrene, 
and .ylon !11.ake UD the '11ajor nortion of the thermoplastic e;roup. 
Loth ther:nose~ctinp and ther 1oplastic v;1aterials can 
be .;,nolded althou.c~1. ther:nosettinr: 1naterials are used in -che ~11ajor­
i tr of' molded products. J.'he 11ethocs of molding used are Compress-
ion 'nolding, Cold r1olding, Injection molding, '.L'r•ansf er ~'loldinp;, 
Jet ~,noldinp, l:;xtrusion molding, Low fressure 1nolding, and Cast 
d.esins molding. 
':£lher1opla.s:bic sheet 11,::i.terials may be forrried by Draping, 
Die ?ressing, Drawing, Blow-Die "'riethod, and stretching. 
I'he machining of plastics in industry is accw1plished 
throup:h Yiling, Drilling, 'l'appinF, 'l'urninp, Sawing, Fi ercing, 
'I1rimmin,q, Routing, I't.r.1blino:, (;;-rinding, Sanding, Duffing, l-olish-
inf"., Ashing, and 1)ip folishins. 
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li'abricat:i.on :l.ethods in the school shop are done on 
a ~mch s:1aller sc,:le thaltl t:-ie indus-crit:<.l processes. ":i.any of 
t.:1.e forninp: devices needed to fabricate plastics can be construct-
ed by the instructor. 
Ji;:rs and tforms, ;s tri n Heaters, Vacnun For:·,1inv ecyip:rrnnt, 
Blow F'or:ning ec;uip::crnnt, Gast rlas tic :nolds, La:-ninated and 6e:'llent-
ins-2 j io·s n.>-:ty be constructed fro"·1 inexpensive :1a terL1ls • 
.L,achining .:net'clods of the school shop are very si'!lilar 
to the nethods of indus tr7. Cme of the cardinal rules when 
workinp· with plastics is that plastics should be trea. tee n-mch as 
a m;1chinist treats copper or brass wi t~1. the additional caution 
that undue hea.t, ca.used by excessive pressure or speed, will 
soften or melt plastics. 
~he selected projects for the school shop cover most 
of the f abrica'cion rn.ethods for' plastics. ~-''or,nod, Gast, Asse.'11-
bled, La11inated, a.i1d _ achined pro,iec<::s are included in these 
blueprints. 
'rho section on source r'1aterials for the school shop 
covers ..Lquip.nent sources, flastic 3uprly sources, i-\.eference 
J..nd '.i'e:xtbooks, and so'.71.e A.uoJ.o Vi su'll Aids and -c;heir sources. 
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